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Having some free time, Alan decided to check out the website Gordon had hinted at before he left
the island. Though his brother hadn't admitted to it, Alan had a feeling that Gordon had added
information to the website. Doing something like that was right up his alley.

Opening the web browser, Alan tried to recall the name of the website. He looked up at the ceiling
as he tried to think of the title. I think it was, 'International Rescue, Our Tyrikalican Brethren'.
Wonder how you spell that.  

Taking a stab at the spelling, Alan entered something into the search engine. Soon a page saying
'Did You Mean' and a link popped up. Alan clicked on the link and was taken to the website. He
knew instantly that it was the one Gordon had been talking about. Like Gordon, Alan found
himself laughing at some of the stuff that was on the website. These guys are creative, I'll give
them that,  he thought, shaking his head.

A link caught his eye: 'Photos of one of the Jestreethzi n'Hildrathuk'.

"I wonder what this is," Alan said out loud. Expecting to see another poor quality photo, he clicked
on the link and was taken to a page with a couple of similar pictures. As he suspected, the
pictures were blurry but Alan had a good hunch as to what they were actually of.

Alan thought back to the prank he had helped Gordon pull off. His brother had all but admitted that
he had taken pictures of the results of their handiwork but had never shared them. He really did
get some pictures,  Alan mused, wondering exactly what the originals looked like. 

Alan read the words at the bottom of the page which said the pictures had been supplied by a
member of the Jestreethzi n'Hildrathuk's inner sanctum.  I sure wouldn't want to be Gordon if Scott
ever finds this web page,  Alan thought to himself, still laughing. 

"I probably shouldn't do this, but this is too good not to share," Alan said quietly to himself as he
opened his email in another window. He quickly composed a short message to John, telling him
about the website and giving him the link. 

Posted by starrynebula on October 18, 2007
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